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Administration Building shou!d .be saved', some say
Frank Watson
Is there a minor revolution in
the works? Officials are working
for a new $2 million administration building on the UMSL
campus, but everybody does not
like the idea, <
"Most students could probably care less," Glenn Cody, a
concerned student said, "but I'd
be totally disgusted if they tear
the administration building
down . It's a stately looking
building, and is an asset to the
university.' ,
The present building is the
oldest structure on the campus,
and where the university first
got its start. The Normandy
Residence Center, the forerunner of the present St. Louis
branch of the University of Missouri, opened in September .1960
with 215 students, four full time
faculty members and 12 classrooms squeezed out of the
former country club.
The other buildings on the
campus were built new for the
university. on the 128 acre
former golf course.

'Only link with the past'?

.

Despite getting a zero rating for safety and the talk of immense repairs, some students and staff
contend the Administration Bldg. has "character" and should not be altered or replaced.
Photo by Jim Birkenmeier

"That building is a 'part of our
heritage," Ron Edwarqs, a staff
member of the Art Dept. said.
"Everybody on this campus says

Smith denies irregularities in Athletic Dept.
Tom Wolf
In the aftermath of the controversial grievance hearings held
in the past week, . focus has
become concentrated on the
athletic department and athletic
director Chuck Smith's management of it. Questions of
impropriety within the athletic
department have been raised by
Ms. Mary Mattingly, who had
served as Chuck Smith's personal secretary and now is the
plaintiff in the grievance hearings. Mattingly, who was fired
last August for reasons of
"office discord", has expressed
concern that the university
might be in violation of NCAA
rules regarding recruiting and
pre-season practice sessions.

Television to be
subject of
former FCC head
"How to Talk Back to Your
Television Set" will be the
subject of a lecture by former
Federal Communications Commissioner Nicholas Johnson at
UMSL on Wednesday, Feb. 13.
The program, which is free and
open to the public, will be at
11:45 am in the J.e. Penney
Auditorium.
Johnson, whose seven-year
term with the FCC expired in
1973, is currently planning to
run for the U.S. Congress from
Iowa.
He is the author of numerous
articles in periodicals such as
'J\tiantic, Harper's, New York
Times, Playboy, Parade and
Saturday Review . In addition, he
has published two books, "How
to Talk Back to Your Television
Set" and "Test Pattern for
Livi~g. '"

recorded athletic department
money was being spent 'on the
During an interview last week,
budget figures during the period
basketball program at UMSL in
Athletic Director ' Smith stated
that any suggestion of violation
relation to other sports. Accordsaid to her knowledge that Smith
paid no rent for the 1972
ing to Smith, the first chancelof NCAA rules was "totally
untrue" and suggested that
lors of the'university sought to
sessions.
Mattingly was "speaking in an
In questions pertaining to the
develop a strong basketball
use of budgetary funding, Smith
program above all else.
emotional period" of time. In
In the interview, Smith stated
response to a question of whether . explained to the Current that the
that most NCAA Division II
reason the soccer team requestor not former basketball player
schools relied on student activity
· ed additional funds from the
Leroy Leigh was "stolen" from
chancellor was because the alfees to run their sports program.
a university in Texas, Smith said
"Without the fee the university
that letters of intent by Leigh ' · loted budget for the team had
could not have a sports probeen exhausted and so additioncould easily be produced.
· al funds were required to send
gram" Smith also expressed
Smith also stated that sumthe team to the national finals in
regret that the limited athletic
mer practice ' sessions were not
budget prevented the institution
Massachuset'ts. Smith stated,
supervised by any unversity staff
though, that financing for the
of a track at UMSL. Smith said
member. Mattingly had told
basketball team's stop at Disney
that requests for money for the
reporters that assistant baskettrack have been submifted beWorld while in Florida did come
ball coach Don Wall was present
ou~ of AthleticDepartment fl]nds.
fore, but no money was allotted.
but it was learned that Wall's
Coach ' Sinith also directed his
The track would cost approxjob during the summer is to
imately $100,000.
remarks as to why so much
supervise at the Multi-purpose
building. However it was later
learned that players were invited
to practice together on Monday
Buses could -aid UMSL commuters
and Wednesday during th.e
summer. Letters thanking those ·
players who did come were sent
Many UMSL students and
. new line could serve some 600/0
out 'by Coach Wall according to
faculty have reportedly overlookof the campus community.
Mattingly.
ed a form of transportation that
"The advantages of all of us
In another matter concerning
are clearly evident," he points
Smith, Mattingly told reporters
could not only get them conveniently to and from school but
. out. "For most of us riding the
that her services as a secretary
also aid in the energy crisis
bus is cheaper than buying gasowere retained by Smith during
line, especially at the present
university hours in order to do ' fight: the bus.
This holds true especially
price levels. I own a V. W., live
work on a basketball skill school
now, as the Bi-State Developin University City, and save
which Smith operates. "He
ment Commission began a cross$1.80 a week by riding the bus.
(Smith), required me to take · a
county line for bus service.
Moreover, people using the bus
couple of hours out of my day to
Begun on a trial basis in Novemdon't have to pay parking fees.
do work on his skill school",
ber, the line runs from Laclede
If more people ride the bus, the
said Mattingly.
parking problem will begin to
Station Road and U.S. 66 to
Smith admitted that Mattingly
Florissant Meadows Shopping
slack off."
had worked during normal uniCenter at Washington and North
Moyer also said that air polluversity hours on the school, but
Highway 140. The buses run
tion would decr~ase as a result.
that he had paid her for her
every 30 minutes from 6 am to 8
As for the walk from Carson
services out of skill school
pm and cross Natural Bridge at
and Natural Bridge to the
money. The Skill School is a
campus, Moyer asserted that it
summer program held at the
Carson Rd .. and thus · seem convenient for the UMSL commun:
"is good healthful exervise, not
Multi-purpose Building and a
fee is charged for youths particionly for young students, but also
ity.
The new Bi-State fare is 25t
for desk jockies and sedentary
pating in the program. Smith
scholars. And best of all you can
contended that the program was
for an adult, with 10 cents for a
transfer to connecting lines.
sleep . while riding instead of
good publicity for UMSL. "the
fighting the traffic yourself."
Especially enthusiastic about
program was approved by the
bus service is Dr. Frank Moyer,
BlJ t. Moyer feels that the
chancellor," stated Smith, and
.UMSL professor of biology, who
rent was paid for use of the
[Continued 0
told the -Currenf that he feels the
facility." Ms. Mattingly, who

there's nothing but concrete.
This building. represent our
roots. It appeals to us from a
different time."
Glenn Cody agrees. "If they
tear down the building now,
some day they'll be sorry. Once
you tear it down it can never be
replaced. It is the one thing all
UMSL graduates have in common.
"UMSL just wouldn't be
UMSL without it."
Bill Epton, Art Instructor , also
wonders how wise it would be to
tear the building down. "I have
to question the university spending money on buildings rather
than people. Or trying to make
everything establishment.
"Why do we need everything
to be so similar? The Harvard
campus has many different style
buildings, no two of which go
together. Yet, it is that very
heterogenity which gives the'
school its cosmopolitan, international air."
Edwards pointed out that a
university develops a tradition
over a period of years, as it
grows. But UMSL grew like a
community college--built from
scratch almost overnight, with
no chance to develop a tni'dition.
The administration building is
the only link with the past. If the
present mentality continues, he '
says, "we may never develop a
tradition. "
Epton is vexed by the way the
decision was made. "Nobody
was consulted, nobody knows
what the plans are. That is typical of the way this university
works. They've proven in the
past their willingness to wheel '
and deal."
He feels that the building can '
be repaired at far less cost than ·
the $2 million required to build a
new one. Some ofticials feel that
the building does not need to be
replaced.
Raymond Reiners, fire marshal for the Normandy fire protection district, was recently
quoted as saying that the
present building "is no worse
off than any frame building,"
that it was equipped with a complete sprinkler system, and that
"good sprinkler systems can put
out 90 per cent of any kind of
fire. "
The building received a zero
rating for safety in a recent
survey by the Missouri Commission on Higher Education.
Is the present building worth
· fighting for? "I don't know as to
the building'S artistic, intrinsic
value. but it is a nice looking old
building. It is definitely worth
the effort to keep it," Epton
said. "Chances are, though, that
it may be torn down before
anybody has a chance to protest. "
Edwards suggested that some
· kind of a poll be made ' of the
students to see what they
wanted, to try to get . a voice in
what's going on. But he was not
· optimistic.
'
.
Epton said that they protested
through official channels on
other occasions, with no success.
"It's terrible. In this country
when any building gets a little
old, it's demolished," Cody
said. "The administration building is the only building with
character on the campus, the
others are totalitarian looking
structures--huge and impersonal.
"But what are we going to
do? Chain ourselves to the
building when ' the bulldozers
come?"

..

Hope for heroine addicts

RES
Prescrip:t;ion drugs: panacea or poison?
Mary. VerniUe

•

A d~ug which- causes breast
- cancer in males, leukemia and ~terility in animals, and cancer
II! female offspring is being
given to women . This drugwhich has been banned for beef'
, is prescribed in some cases t~
prevent miscarriages, and in
?thers as,~ c<,>ntraceptive "mornIng after pIll medically known
!is diethyl stilbestrol (DES) . DES
IS one of a number of prescription drugs being researched by
Thomas Yonder Han, coordinator of Programs in Public Policy
for UMSJ,'s Extension Division.
Yonder Haar, who draws
. much of his information from
studies made by Ralph Nader's
He.alth Research Group, congressional testimony and in the
specific case of DES, a study '
done by Kathleen Weiss, said
that "the premise that most prescription drugs are harmful is
true. "
Yonder Haar place5i much of
the blame for "passing off toxic
substan~es' on the public" on
pharmaceutical companies and
physicians. In his recent article
"Is Medicine Scientific" he cite~
a study on drug efficacy published by the Natjonal Academy of
Sciences in 1969. The results of
that study showed that 70
perct:nt of the p~escription drugs
studIed were Ineffective, 20
percent were probably or possibly effective and only 10 percent
were- effective.
Vonder Haar also believes that
.
h
th e premise
are
mo
. t' . t dat bwomen
h
y
armful
drure VICd Imlze
. gs ~n, _unnecessary surgery
I
t
IS
..-t ha so- . rue,'d sinceh he said '
ere IS eVI ence t at women
consume"more
t
fdrugs
h than men ,
Th
e m~Jorl Y 0 t ese ~~e a~; ,

'His --research - cove-rs several ', ' is writing-on -prescription drugs,
the Syntex Minipill and C-Quens
types Gf birth control pilTs, which
were used by thousands of
are potentially harmful to womwomen b~fore test results showed
en, not only because of the
, -, drugs involved, but also . because
they caused breast tumors and '
breast nodules in dogs .
of careless'testing of the drugs.
'~Q9ctors argue that . there is ,
_ . Formal testing - of drugs in~ '
volves, according !Q...£PA
rules, :-q!!ite. a bit 01. differ~J.lce._Q~t\V~~n , .
4''''' ,_r. .
' o::;~ •• ~
~--. -

-

...

two series of test"s. The flrsTis -il '
the physiology of a dog being
series of three animal tests, the
tested and the physiology of a
last of which tests the effects of
woman who will actually take a
the drug on the animal for a
drug," said Yonder Haar. Howperiod of a year or more. Only
ever, he said he believes that a
when these tests are completed
drug which causes cancer in
are human tests supposed to be
animals is "likely to cause
performed. However, Nader's
cancer in humans if the person
group has found evidence that
is pre-disposed to developing
"humans are tested concurcancer."
rentlv with animals."
And, Yonder Haar quotes Dr.
information released by
W.N. Hubbard, Executive Vice
Nader's
Health _ Re's earch ' ' Pr_~sldent
.
of the UpJ'ohn ComGroup cit.es
a - case
I'n , pany, a large pharmaceutical
which 340 women were gl'ven a - fiIrm, wh 0 said "Unfortunately it '
contraveptive called MK)665 be-.·iS true t h at some constituent of
fore tests on animals were comvirtually all hormonal contraceppleted. The anl'mal studl'es showtives have been demonstrated to
ed that the drug causes cancer.
cause cancer in one or another
III other cases, cited by Yonder
species." ,

.~~:!=~l:.::.~~.d.. !~~~~,?"!l;;!~~ ..·_.... ~a~.r.r:~.t~~.~~~~!~~.o.f.~.~!,,?k.~.~ .. _..................•._........... .
Certified Gemologist
American Gem Society
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LOOSE DIAMONDS

.

Kathy Schuey
-aU'
gram--: In the methadone ' pro:
- - -_ _..;",._______
gram, a long-time heroin addict
The problem of dealing with is given daily doses of methadone at his treatment center.
d~ug addiction is being approached from a new angle in This approach is medical, with
St. Louis through the Drug Day drug addiction being treated as
Hospital concept a t Malcolm a physical problem , with chemi-'
Bliss Mental Health Center. As cals. The Drug Day Hospital will
far as the directors of the use pyschotherapy, in several
program know ; this is the first different forms ; individual coun-time the Drug Day Hospital ap- seling, group therapy, encounter
proach has been used for drug groups , educational seminars,
addiction. It has been used in and activity therapy. According
to Jim Linn, through a psychothe past to treat alcohol abuse.
The program is headed by Dr. logical approach, the directors of
Jorge A. Viamontes . Dr, Via- the program hope to "get to the
montes is a leading expert on roots of the problem; why is this
alcohol and drug abuse. In addi- person a drug abuser as opposed
tion to his duties as clinical to a drug user." This program
director of alcohol and drug also differs in focus of service,
abuse at Malcolm Bliss Mental because it can deal with drug
Health Center, he is an assistant problems of all sorts, not iust
professor at Washington Univer- heroin.
The program should begin any
sity School of Medicine and
chairman of the Eastern Mis- day , as soon as the group is
souri Alcohol and Drug Abuse filled. There will be a maximum
Co-ordinating Committee. He of ten patients in the Drug Day
has written ten publications on Hospital at anyone time. Prospective patients can only be
alcohol and drug abuse.
admitted on approval of the
A social worker, Jim Linn,
Drug Day Hospital screening
also serves on the staff. Mr.
Linn is an instructor in Drug Use staff. An interview is conductedby the staff of the Day Hospital
and Abuse at Washington University , and has done field work with the individual seeking admission to the program. If the
at St. Louis State Hospital. Mr.
Linn has also participated in a , staff feels that another type of
program would be more beneficfederal research grant on drug
addiction and abuse. The rest of ial for the particular person,
they will refer him to other
the staff consists of a psycholoagencies which the Drug Day
gist, a nurse, two drug counselHospital staff thinks will be
ors, and a secretary.
better suited to meet his needs.
In the Drug Day Hospital proEvery effort will be made to
gram, the patients come to the
match the individual and the
hospital five days a week, from
other available agencies if he is
8:45 am to 4:00 pm . Since the
not eligible to enter the Drug
program is conducted on an outDay Hospital.
patient basis, it would not be
Currently, a number of Malbeneficial to all types of people.
colm Bliss out-patients are being
Long time addicts would find it
screened. There have also been
hard to maintain the personal
Some . referrals from probation
discipline involved in a program
officers. Referrals will be taken
of this nature.
from any source. For additional
The Drug bay Hospital proinformati~n or referrans, call
gram differs in approach from
Mr. Jim Linn, 241-7600, · ext .
the well-known methadone pro457.
.
...................................................................
.

-FOR SALEe••••••••

85'17 Geiger Road, Near
University Apartments and
UMSL. Five rooms, three
bedrooms, one bath , Nice
lot with. adjacent lot. Carpeting, full basement. Finance terms.
Asking
$12,950.00. Valued at
more. Owner must sell.
Call 878-8788 or 434-9279.

phone for appointment _863 -8820

N

w
Ad.
...CI •••...lfl.d
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~

Pick up an official
Current Classified Ad
envelope from the door
of room 255, U. Center
to place your ad

BEER (Draft Michelob to Bud 5%)

Frosty stein 35¢
Pitcher $1.75
75¢ up
COCKTAILS

I
N
0

HIGHBALLS

E
R

WINE

I

__........

75¢ up

!
!,
I·
......................... I'

HAPPPY HOURS

.4 -6pm Mon. thru Sat.
ROOMMATE WANTED
Apartment mate needed .,
Near UMSL. Barb-4282438 .

FOR SALE
Four 3-way sp_eakers. 5 :
~
months old. 752-2570.

~

(Burgundy, Chablis,
Rhine, Rose ,)
Gla'ss 50¢
Carafe $1.50
Cold Duck $2.25

...•...•.••••..•••....••.

lO( a word

TAX SERVICE
Income Tax. Takuri Tei
tax accountant . 7529 Big
Bend, Webster Groves,
63119. 962-6875. Individuals, small businesses,
corporations tax returns
prepared. Competent,
qualified. Student rate
$5.00.
'

-
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Permanent part-time job.
Age 20 or over; male or
female, taking retail inventory. No experience necessary, we will train. Must
tIave neat appearance. Call
831-4569 for information.
.,

ENS;AGEMENT RINGS
WEDDING RINGS

IttlAIlD I. N,",1U'

-.~

11

TGIF Budweiser

2-6pm Fridays:
$1.25 pitcher

Parlor hours
open "am daily

Pub hours
open ,4pm daily

Ipm Friday

EXTRA! WALT DISNEY'S ' 'JOHNNY APPLESEED'
STARTS FRIDAY FEB. 8

KIRKWOOD CINEMA
338 S.KIRKWOOD ON LINDBERGH 822-0700

VILLAGE INN
PIZZA PARLOR
9500 "_ ~tur_al Bridge
423-5300

Assertive training offered
assertively, and in' a way that
feels comfortable.
Pearlman cited a brief outline
This is part of a test. The .
following questions concern
of the program. "The class
starts by de'fining just what in· .
some aspect of interpersonal
human rights. Read through
terpersonal human rights are.
each, then ask the question,
Then we examine the individual
"How would I react if faced with
blocks to acting assertively,
the same options?"
or," Are· which are different for each
any options?"
. woman. For example, some
1. Should a person working at
people can't act in the face of
another person's anger, or
a responsible job for over three
pleading ," said Pearlman .
years; one that often involves
taking work home, be expected .. .
. 'The class is also involved in.
· to run errands for the employer
role playing, and behavior reon a lunch break?
hearsal. while viewing parts of
the film." It was made in two
2. Would you take the word of
a garage mechanic that a job
parts; each for a specific age
you thought was worth $35 is
group. and pieces are used
going to cost $40 because
throughout the course. Students
"that's the way it is. "?
also act out variations of the film
in class."
These situations and others
· are part of a training film made~
"Having worked on the '
movie, having been familiar with
by Ms. Joan Peralman, a
· visiting instructor for the Extenthe writings and having counsel·
sion Division of women's pro-) ed women," Pearlman said, "I
feel that this is a timely offering
· grams and outside programs at
UMSL. She is also a women's
for the women's programs in the
counselor at the Women's Cen· · extension division .
ter in University City. Pearlman,
"It meets a real need for
along with Ms. Karen Coburn,
those in the process of wanting
Supervisor of Counseling at
to explore options and make
Fontbonne College. and Patricia
changes in their lives."
Spector made the film as an
Those who are interested in
addition to an experimental
the course, may call the exten·
course given at Washington
sion division at 453-5961.
University last year, called "Assertive Training for Women."
The course was first offered
_ here la st August along with
several. others. and has continued to this winter because of its
succe5S. The course consists of
cight. two·hour sessions which ' jDiana Barr
began on Jan. 28 and will
------------continue through March 18.
"I used to be an ARTICHOKE
"The mea ning of assertive
But one day someone passed me
training does not stress overly
by
aggressive behavior. but trys to
. And said, "What an ugly artiteach persons to interact in
choke'"
honest. direct and . appropriate
So I became a
ways. without their own rights
Butterfly . "
or the rights of others being in·
fringed upon." explained Pearl·
man. "On a short term. indio
The above is from a book
vidual basis. assertive training
entitled "I Used to -Be an
helps women to be aware of sit·
Artichoke" published by Conuations in which thev need to act
cordia Publishing House. The
author, Maureen O'Connor Mc·
Ginn, age 22, graduated from
UMSL in May , 1973, with a BS
in Special Education . She now
teaches art and health at Southview School in Crestwood.
"I Used to Be an Artichoke"
was written for a class at UMSL
several years ago. The instructor
of the course, Ms. Banks, told
McGinn and several other students they should have their
Carol Parks

UMSL swim team vs. William
Jewel at Liberty, Mo. 2:00 pm.
Feb. 8. Basketball the Rivermen
vs. Western Illinois U. in MultiG
8 00
F b
purpose ym at: pm on e .
9.
Wrestling UMSL, SEMO, &
Tennessee Martin at Cape Gir·
b 9.
ar d eau 2 :00 pm, Fe.
:,
Basketball: Rivermen vs. Loy:\ ola U. in Chicago on Feb. 12. .
,
Wrestling: UMSL vs. SIU-E in
\ Multipurpose Gym at 6:00 pm
.o n Feb. 12.
\ Homecoming Dance
•~
UMSL Homecoming Dance at
~. the Marriott Motor Hotel on
• Feb. 8. Cash bar at 7:30, Dinner at 8:30, Dance at 10:00 pm.
• $4.00 for UMSL student-s.
, Weekend Films
Peter Fonda & Dennis Hopper
ip. Easy Rider on Feb. 8, at 7:30
& 9:45 pm. Feb . 9, at 8:00 pm, •
in 101 Stadler Hall.
Weekday Films
Love, Pain, and the Whole
Damn Thing .at 2:40 & 8:00 pm
on Feb. 11, 10 105 Benton Hall.
The Gold Rush at 3:00 & 8:00
pm pn . Feb. 12 inJ.C. Penney
Auditorium ..
.

1
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by P~ ·S. Aprll •.. ~I_I'_I: ___I'_I_'''-'I'_
FEBRUARY 8-14
.
._. -Meeting of the UMSL Wom-.
l!n's Group & UMSL Women's
Debate Tournament
Center, Speaker Dr. Helene
Guttman on "How Affirmative
Debate Tournament in Univer- in Affirmative Action?" on FEb.
sity Center Lounge Area Feb. 8 13 at 11:30 am in 220 J.C. Pen& 9.
D
ney also Brown Bag Lunch
ance
Meeting of the Committee for
Dance sponsored by Kappa
hE'
(0"
I
Alpha Psi at 9:00 . pm in the . t environment
rgamzatlona
Snack Bar on FEb. 9 admission Meeting) on Feb. 14, at 1:30 pm
in Room 72 J.e. Penney.
$1.
Lectures
Theatre
Nicholas Johnson former
Theatre Production presented F.C.C . commissioner. Topic:
by Second City at 8:30 pm in "How to Talk Back to Your
J.C. Penney Aud. on Feb. 10, T.V." at 11:45 am on Feb. 13 in
Admission $2, $3, & $4.
Recital
J.e. Penney Aud.
.
OFF CAMPUS
Recital sponsored by the Fine Concerts
Arts Dept. featuring Lynn MorJackson Browne and Linda
risey & the Senior Recital Group Ronstadt in concert at the Amon Feb. 10 in 100 Clark Hall.
bassador Theatre on FEb. 8 at 8
Tax Service
Tax Service for UMSL stu- pm. Tickets are $3.50, $4.50,
dents on Feb. 11 & 13, in
an~I:;k5~~bbath and Bedlam in
Meetings
concert at Kiel Auditorium on
A meeting · of the Centr.a l Fb. 12 at 7:30 pm. Tickets are
Council Search Committee on
Feb. 11, at 11:00 am in Room ' _ $3.50, $4.50, and $5.50.
266 University Center.
Farewell
;
Meeting of .,the Accounting
Due to other committments
Club. Speaker Jack Schwartz:
I'm going to be leaving '\
Topic- Sold Practitioner at 12:30
AROUND UMSL Thanks t~
pm, on Feb. 13 in J.C. Penney
Charlotte and Kay for all your
. -' help . .It has_been
fun
. __ _' .
Building.
___
'-_____

I

__" " " ' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

"~_~

__

""_~~~.I'~""""""'.Iaiiir_~I'~"""'-'

~

Maureen McGinn- From artichoke to author
tion, McGinn replied "I think
work pubiished. McGinn took
I it's
useful no matter whom
Iher work to Dick Miller, Ed.D.,
to whom the book is dedicated, . you're teaching. It's a good
,in UMSL's Department of Edu' reinforcement' book. But it does
cation. Miller has a soecial in·
have a story line . It could be
·terest in' children's literature and
used with older children in
has had several works puwlished
special education and younger
children in regular schools."
himself. Miller set up an appointment for McGinn with ConSome people thought "0 for
cordia Publishing' Co. in , St.
onomatopoeia" was too difficult,
but the very sould of the word
Louis, and the book was accept. invokes a response from children
ed for publication.
according to McGinn. They
Why the title? Well, the book
enjoy saying the word.
started out using an anchovie,
but before it was turned in, the
McGinn did the original art
subject became an artichoke, a
sketches for the book. These
sketches were then sent to Anita
vegetable McGinn is ecstatic
Norman, a free lance illustrator
about and rhymes better anyway. When she first heard the
who has done cartoon art for
book was being published, she
cereal and food boxes. Norman
kept receiving artichokes in the
did the finished sketches that
mail from friends.
appear in the book, and they
turned out remarkably like McThe book is an ABC book in
Ginn's originals. "Artichoke" is
rhyme about an artichoke and
the changes he goes through to
being considered as a possible
be happier. When asked if the
nominee for the Caldecott
book was intended for use with
Medal , the highest award for
those requiring special educachildren's picture books .

McGi~n' said she ~~s giad for
this opportunity to gain a better
understanding ~f the publishing
business. Does she have any
further plans for books? "Yes, I
would really like to write more. I
wanted to wait and see if this
book sold."
To just get a' book published is
;considered an achievement . Mil·
ler said, "Publishing any book,
especially a children's book, is
difficult because of competition.
Some of the best writers in the
world now are writing children's
books. It's one of the biggest
areas of the publishing business.
Approximately 3.000 children's
books are published ·a year, so
it' s very competitive. It's difficult for people who have been
writing for years to get a chil·
dren's book published, simply
because they're up against the
best. For a college senior to get
the first book she's written
published is a very high honor,
an outstanding honor for both
Maureen and UMSL."

.
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St. ~ Fran.coi.s
Florissant, Missouri

EuroMed
lay oller HI via
overseas Irainin_u

Dr. Arthur Zahalsky
Chairman of Biology Department, SIU-Edwardsville

for the session starting fall, 1974,
Euromed will assist qualified Amer·
ican students in gaining admission
to recognized overseas medical
schools.

'10:3.0 a.m., Feb.10

And that's just the beginning.

.....

In addition, Euromed provides stu·
dents with a 12 week intensive cui·
tural orientation program , with ·
American students now studying medi·
cine in that particular country serving
as counselors .
Senior or graduate students currently
enrolled in an American university are
eligible to participate in the Euromed
program.

or write,

Eu[omed, Ltd.
170 Old country Road
Mineola, N.Y. 11501

Here are twelve ways the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
course will hell? you:
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INCOME TAX
Takuri Tei
Tax Accountant
Competent-Qualified

Simplified bookkeeping for small businesses
Individuals, Small businesses, Corporations
tax returns prepared

STUDENT RATE

For application and further
information, phone toll free,

(800) 645·1234
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o. CAMHI THIS SEMflTER

\SPECIAL DISCOUNT AVAILABLE
TO UMSL STUDENTS

The Moral Implications of Genetic Engineering

Since the language barrier constitutes
the preponderate difficulty in succeed·
ing at a foreign school , the Euromed
program al so includes an intensive
12 week medical and conversational
language course" mandatory for all
students. Five hours daily, 5 days per
week (12·16 weeks) the course is
given in the country where the student
will attend medical schoo l.

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynaltlics
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7529 Big Bend
Webster Groves 63119
962-6875
1040
1040
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FOR MORE INFORMAT/1QN
mail coupon below
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$5.00 !

Patronize Alumnus of UMSL

*Increased vocabulary
'Better grades
*Better job and more income
·More free time
·Stay current with professional
'More self confidence
i
,
'Complete all assigned reading reading
; ''Improved recall 'and concentration •
'You'll be better informed &
'Provides lifetime membership so
a better conversationalist .
you 'll always be a fast reader
'Help you use all your mental
'Up your hidden potential
powers

.
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or call 878-6262
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
11960 Westline Ind. Dr:
Suite 273
St. louis, Mo.
63141
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Nixon s 'Inoperative'
State of the Union
It is unfortunate that this year's presidential
State of the Union message had to be delivered
by a man who has lost the respect of the nation
that elected him .
The endless chain of scandals' surrounding
the Nixon Administration , and the plethora of
ofijcial denials and cover-ups have led the
American people to a sad conclusion. There is
simply no reason to believe most of what the
President says.
Mr. Nixon's State of the Union speech seems
to fit the same old tired pattern of all Nixon's
speeches. Our troops have "returned with
honor" from Southeast Asia, but the war and
the bomb craters are still there.
" Our relations with the Soviet Union have
turned away from a policy of confrontation to
one of negotiation." But American troops were
alerted around the world at the peak of last
October's fighting in the Middle East.
The President called on the Congress to hold
down government spending to control inflation.
But if the Congress decides not to, we can
count on Mr. Nixon to impound funds already
appropriated for social welfare programs.
Increased military expenditures are needed,
though, so that we can maintain our "peace
with honor ."
The Congress should cut down on needless
government spending" , but maybe we should
hire a few more Secret Service agents to protect
Spiro Agnew and make " security" improvements on Mr. Nixon's homes .
.
"There will be no recession," according to

l

Mr. Nixon. But unemployment is up, and the
President's own economic advisers are forecasting a sharp reduction in the economic growth
rate for this year.
Both Mr . Nixon and Senate Democratic
leader Mike Mansfield, who gave a Democratic
reply to the President's speech , expressed a
concern for protecting the personal privacy of
every American. But we haven't had any
bugging operations and enemies lists coming
from Sen. Mansfield's office .
And of course we heard that, "One year of
Watergate is enough." We're supposed to just
forget all about it, and worry about the next
three years of the Nixon presidency;
We're all supposed to forget the fact that
Mr. Nixon and his staff have tried every legal
and illegal method they could think of to
obstruct the Watergate investigations.
Mr. Nixon said he believes he has provided
Special Prosecutor Leon Jaworski with all the
information he needs to conclude his investigation. Translation: Nixon won't give up any more
evidence unless he's legally forced to do so.
Naturally Mr. Nixon will cooperate with the
House Judiciary Committee's impeachment
inquiry. But he just couldn 't compromise the
office of the Presidency. So we'll probably see
the same kind of cooperation that was given to
former Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox .
We certainly hope all those freshman Congressmen Mr. Nixon seems to be so fond of don't
vote for his impeachment. Just think, where
would this country be without Richard Nixon?

Commentary

Sexism vs. Change
Ellen Cohen

Letters to the Editor
Students ignored

"

Dear Editor:
As a relatively new and still
growing campus. one can expect
to find UMSL in a continual
changing process. Some changes
are welcome. others are not.
Two changes that are currently taking ' place in the UMSL
Library are extremely unwelcome. Frst. the library has instituted an elementary school closing hour of 10:30 on weekdays .
The second library change is the
subdividing of the study ta,b les
on the fifth floor.
Over the summer I met with
the Library Director on the issue
of the table subdividing. I tried
to relay to him the fact that
students do not like the isolation of the tables and they prefer
seeing other people than a board
in front of them. He said he was
going on the advice of student
government-five years ago. I
practically pleaded with him not
to do it. but it seems my argument fell on deaf ears.
Student opinion once again is
ignored.
Ignoring student opinion is an
everyday thing here.
Try to find the students who
were consulted on the quadrangle design .
Try to find the psych students
who sat in on Dr. Ziff's tenure
hearing.
The library said the 10:30
closing was due to lack of use in
the late hours. Sure the library
is not overflowing at 11:00 on a
Tuesday , but what of the students who do use it. Were they
asked about the new closing
hours?
Decisions are made, actions
are taken, and then students are
consuH",d. When we do speak,
our pleas _ - ~m unnoticed. This
campus administration should
start listening to students before
students start complaining to
people who will listen. (Like the
state legislators who are out to
.,get the University!)

If the library is worrying
about saving money, they can
stop building the table partitions
and use that money to stay open
late.
Robert Braun
Student Body Vice-President

False advertising
Dear Ed'itor:
.
The Alumin Association sent
out advertising brochures that
one of the advantages of joining
the Association is "Full library
priveleges". This is false advertising. To the chagrin of some
new members, books can not be
checked out on an alumni card.
Anyone over high ,school age and
a resident of Missouri may have
full library priveleges by merely
filling out a short application
and being issued a ~ special
permit card, totally free of
charge .
•
Linda Wuerz

UMSL Ripples?

Transit suggestion
Dear Editor,
With the many' existing railroad tracks fanning out in all
directions from St. Louis it
seems impractical to propose
building a rapid transit rail line
from Clayton to East St. Louis .
If trains are needed the tracks
already down should be used ,
but before such a decision is
made a rapid transit system of
buses only should be given a fair
trial.
To be avoided at all costs is
the construction of subway or
elevated corridors . Thousands of
buses could be placed into
service for less expense.
The fact that the federal
government will pay 80 per cent
of the cost of a rapid transit
system should not be any reason
for fantastic and grandiose
plans.
Elmer ~. Stuetzer

All things ,
must pass

Dear Editor:
I see ' that a confrontation
awaits us, in the choice of a new
team symbol for our champions
of the campus . Someone has
suggested "River Persons"
would be more suitable, but that
might conjure up thoughts of
gamblers or keel boaters or the
like in the minds of the unknowing. Why not simply , "Ripples"? I can hear the announcer
now, when appraising their definitive virtues, "Last night the
_ Ripples made waves when they
drowned S.E.M.O." And, as any
male well knows, a Ms., Mrs.,
or Miss can turn a ripple into a
wave, so the appropriateness to
either is apparent.
Tom Reed

Eta Nu . a professional business frat e rnit y, is technically
illegal and should be denied
recognition as a student organiza tion . It fails to meet the
standards set by rule III:2 of the
Policies ' Governing Recognized
Organizations, which states:
•• Academic and professional
organizations which have discriminatory membership policy
based on sex shall not be
recognized after the beginning
of the Fall Semester '73."
When this resolution was
passed in 1971. almost entirely
directed at this particular organization. Eta Nu had three
choices: to defy the charter and ,
accept ..... omen; to disband; or to
change the national policy . they
chose the latter .
This January Eta Nu presented a letter to the Student Affairs
Committee on the Univ e rsit y
Senate. detailing what they had
done the past two years to
achieve this objective. A resolution by one of the members at
the Grand Chapter Congress in
1971 led to the establishment of
a committee to study the problem of sex discrimination. In
1972 and early 1973. Eta Nu and
the St. Louis Alumni Club or the
larger organization. Delta Sigma
Pi. conducted a mailing campaign to all campus chapters as
well as regional directors. urging
the elimination of sex discrimination in membership .
In August. 1973 two representatives from Eta Nu were able to
initiate discussion and debate of
the issue at the Grand Chapter
Congress. yet their proposed
amendments were defeated by a
4-1 vote ratio. According to Eta
Nu . ... however. this was a n
increase from one chapter to 20
in support of the change. out of
180. chapters. Many delegates
were commited to represent
their chapters. but some seemed
to express personal support for
the change.

Well. their time has expired.
and with polite thanks for a nice
try.' they should. according to
the rules, be denied recognition.
However. they have asked for an
extention in order to strengthen
their lobby and resolve the
issue, hopefully in favor of
themselve_s and membership for
women. at the · next Grand
ChapterCongress in August
1975. To be held at Tan-tar-a,
they consider it "our backya rd ," and they plan to attend with full
force. rath er than a dilluted
handful.
Some say a policy is a policy.
and it should be upheld. with no
exce ptions .
And
g rant ed,
UMSL's policy is a good one,
and a pace -setting one. If more
universities incorporated it into
their studcnt affairs. thcn this
on e fraternity would not be
fighting such a lon ely battle.
Wh y doesn't this fraternity
defy its chart e r a nd accept
women, (lr allow itself to be
pushed off ca mpus as a sign of
protest t(l the Central Officc of
the fraternity? According to Eta
Nu , in order for membership
regulations to change. there
must be an amendment to the
constitution which the member
chapters vote on. Accepting
women would mean an automatic loss of charter. and the impact
of one less chapter is doubtful.
Since Eta Nu feels its education
campaign : although met with
much resistance . is picking up
momentum, they would prefer to
follow it through and change the
constitu tion.
The final decision about Eta
Nu's extensions is now in the
hands of the University Senate
and Chancellor Hartley. Change
is a slow process. If Eta Nu is
successful in amending the con·
stitution of the national fratern·
ity , it will have contiilUed i"n the
spirit or UMSL's new policy by
not only opening the doors for
women in business fraternities,
but encouraging a new attitude
towards women in busin ess·
related affairs.
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Dear Editor:
What!?! No more Guenther
reviews!?! As George Harrison
put it, "Isn't It a Pity?"
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Music Lover

New invention
We would like to congratulate
the physical plant department
for finally doing something about the road near the east
parking garages. And we've recently heard of a new invention
we 'd like to see them tryout.
It's called concrete .

I
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Faust. hig hlig h ts· sy:mphony
- LaClnng the dynamic ana ,
turbulent moods of the first sequence, Gretchen was an ' emThe spirit of romantic litera- bodiment of youth, innocence
ture surrounded the program at
and love. The very nature of the
Powell Hall Saturday night. Bencharacter was the antithesis of
jamin Britten's and Franz Liszt's
Faust, therefore the nature of
music was not only filled with
the music followed. Some listenemotionalism, it also demanded
ers could not tolerate such a
a keen imagination on the part
sensitive contrast, and rudely
of the listeners to capture its
dismissed themselves between
intent. Unfortunately, many lis- . movements.
teners did not possess this im-,
Mephistopheks was the third
agination, as evidenced by those
who left in the midst of adventurous and mysterious sequences. Although both. works .were enjoyab le and skIllfully
performed, "A Faust ' Symphony" in the second half of the
program possessed more universal appeal.
Appropriately enough for the
dream-like theme of the program, Britten's "Nocturne" opened the program. The text of
this composition for tenor solo,
seven obbligato instruments and
string orchestra is derived from
, the poetry of Shelley, Tennyson. Coleridg e, Thomas Middl eto n , Word sworth, Wilfred
Owen, Keats and Shakespeare.
Ned Maniscalco
All the poems, with the central
s ubj ect. night and/or sleep,
Gordon Lightfoot is a natural.
were s ung intensely by the
His lyrics are conversational, his
mature tenor, John McCollum.
singing relaxed and he has an
A single instrument obbligato
uncanny ability to produce
which characterized the mood of
records that are superbly crafteach poem, accompanied Mced, yet sound almost effortless.
Collum. It was not until the
lullaby of a Shakespearan son- ' While "Sundown" is not Lightfoot's best disc-I'd give
net that all seven obbligatos play
.. Su mmer Side of Life" that
together in the otherwise turbudistinction-it
is superior to his
lant woSk.
last album. and it gives evidence
Even though there are eight
that, even after all these years,
distinct texts. Britten weaves hi s
Lightfoot is still growing.
instrum ental for ces so that there
In most of his songs, Lightfoot
are no definite breaks between
adopts the persona of a kind of
section s . Three highlights of this
twentieth-century
mountain
wo'rk were the e nchanting harp
man, hard-drinking, hard-loving'"
obbligato to Coleridge's "The
and apprehensive about urban
Wanderings of Cain". the dylife. Indeed , of all contemporary
namic timpani obbli ga t o to
folksingers, he is probably least
Wordsworth' s "The Prelude",
concerned with the great stateand th e attractively soothing ·ment. preferring to address
. flute and clarin et acco mpani i,.
himself to smaller issues and
m e nt for Keats' "S leep ana'
people. This is not to say that
Poetry" .
Lightfoot eschews social comment. At least two of the tunes
If Leonard Slatkin conducted
on " Sundown" deal with pertithe first work with subtlety, he
nent topics , but even here he
executed "A Faust Symphony"
makes his point by using a
with brilliant minute precision.
personalized narrativ e techWith a full orchestra at his comnique.
mand this time. he was at his
But to get back to that
best. directing the three movepersona, even though it seems a
ments.
role well suited to Lightfoot, I
Each movem e nt. a distinct
think he 's just about gotten the
character analysis from Goethe's
maximum mileage from it . One
"Faust", captured their comgets the feeling that he has
plexity and variety of moods .
heard "High ~nd Dry or CareThe first movement was overpowering as it unfolded the restless Faust and his struggling
involvement with sQrcery . It was ,
the longest of the movements,
yet some listeners' intolerance
was displayed after the second
movement.
Elaine Clavin

Lightfoot

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1
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"The Second City" comedy
,revue troupe will return to
'UMSL for a single performance
on Sunday, February 10, at 8:30
pm in the J.C. Penney Auditorium .. Tickets for the production
will be on sale in advance at the
University Center information
'desk. They are $2 for students
with UMSL identification, $3 for
faculty and staff, and $4 for the
public.
In past engagements at
UMSL , the popular Chicago.based comedians have sold out
the hall prior to curtain time .
Their show consists of a vaiety
of social and political skits.
The production is being spon'sored by the University Program
.Boad with Student Activities
funds .

sound

dis·c. Although the piece is given
a traditional English folk treatment, complete with recorder,.
its lyrics are repl(fte with stark
images of contemporary ghetto
life-rats, gin bottles and fatherless children. The song is a sort
of anti-Christmas carol, and its
effect is all but devastating.
"Is There Anyone Home" is a
. complete change of pace, a jazzinflected ballad with a haunting
melody and an appropriately
sultry arrangement. On first
hearing, this tune sounds·as
good as anything Lightfoot has
ever written, and that is very
good indeed.
Thus, "Sundown" is a quali fied success. The strings are
overbearing at times and the
lyrics are not particularly inspired, but Lightfoot sings as well
as ever, and his musici a ns
continue to provide expert and
,sympathetic backing , And there
is e nough evidence of Lightfoot's
willingness to broaden the scope
of his already considerable talents to make me look forward to
his next release.

free Highway " before on any
' numberof previous Lightfoot albums . On "Sundown," lightfoot's rural ethic has eroded
almost to the point of , misan-.
thropy. And yet, ironically, the
arrangements of his songs depend increasingly on lush
strings, an effect which at times
undermines their lyric content.
Despite these shortcomings ,
.. Sundown" displays enough
nuance to leave .the listener
feeling hopeful. " Somewhere
U.S.A.," for example has a soft
Latin arrangement, while . 'The
List" employs subtle reggae
s hadings . 'Lightfoot and hi s
group handle both styles admirably. But the album's h ig h
points are clustered at the end
of Side One . "Seven Island
Suite" is an ambitious song with
a darker melodic structure than
one might expect of Lightfoot.
It's a bit forced and overly long ,.
but Lightfoot is in fine voice and
the strings and Moog blend in
nicely.
"Circle of Steel" is the most
cleverly wrought trac on the

!

Sparrows
50 mph
down a country road
the grille of my car
sends a
sparrow
bouncing to
death .in my rear-view mirror
never to be again
so much like
us
a faint breath of life
fragile as a
snowflake
spinning on this
dot of space
through a flash in
time
- Michael Ankelman
~QQOQQ2Q020QOOOQRQOOQQ
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FAITH-SALEM
United Church of Christ, 7348
W . Florissant, Jennings.
Worship services 9:00 AM
and 11 :00 AM .
Eugene Schupp, Pastor
383-6765

Kenneth Henderson Photography
Copy Service
For the finest block and white or color slides from your orioinais.
Block and white 2 x 2 slides only 65 1 each.
For more information call 839-1882 .
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COUPLES COMMUNICA TION
GROUP

CAREER EXPLORATION GROUPS

To Be Run By

Interested? Call

UMSL Counseling Service

am Marwit or Kathy Matice

•

call Charles McDonald

UMSL Counseling Service
1

I...R,. v.IEW. '.O.BY. TH. '. ". O.'R.AL. T.RA.O'. C.OM. M.'S.SIO.". . . 1

in Education. Business. and

/

Starting Soon

Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks ,
Private Camps , Dude Ranches and
Resorts throughout the nation .
Over 50,000 students aided each
year . For FREE information on
student assistance program send
self-addressed STAMPED envelope to Opportunity Research ,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell, MT 59901 .

SENIORS ....
GRADUATES

the Washington University male
choruses with the tenor solo proclaim Goethe's message: "Th'
undying spirit of Woman shows
us the' heights." Orland Johnson's choruses ' were well-controlled as was McCollum . Despite the emphasizing and unifying element, their brief performance of about ten minutes
did not add much to the exuberance and refinement displayed
by Slatkin and his orchestra.

................................................................ .

SUMMER JOBS

.";~S~~O~T~~~T~~::~~R:MAH~S~~~~ "

~ and 'lirial Character portrayal.
· The music reflected his destructive, negative disposition. There
· was series after series of distorted themes used in the first two
movements. This, too, was a
frenzied section. Yet, at the end,
a noble sequence of five notes
recurs from the first movement.
· These triumphant brass sounds
: hinted at Faust's inevitable heroism. Gretchen's untarnished
· theme of love was' repeated. And
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PEER COUNSELOR TRAINING

ANYTHING ELSE?
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needecfabrolld, and at home..
in PEACE CORPS and VistA.

Starts Soon

, Call or stop by

Action recruiters will be
interviewing in the
placement office.

Feb. 20, 21..Wed.,Thurs.
Sign up no'W
for an intervie'W
PEACE CORPS

VISTA

Placement Office

UMSl Counseling Service,

Call 453-5711
and make appointment to see
Nancy Hay or Pat Rathbone

..
'

229 Stadler
~

'453-5711
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Tax aid offered
Students who find struggling
with their W-2 forms and related
material an unu.sually taxing '
experience will find help in the
lobby of the University Center.
A tax service has been set up
there by Beta Alpha <Psi which
will run from Feb. 4 to April 10.
Students who will bring in the
necessary forms and information
can drop them off and pick up
the completed work in a couple
of days.
"Prices start from $2.50 and
up," says Mary Baster,member
of Beta Alpha Psi.
The service is available during
the days on · Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday from 10 am to 2
pm, and during the evenings on
Monday and Tuesdays from 6
pm to 7 pm .

Typewriters now
available longer
The typewriters located in the.
Student Activities area on the
second floor of the U. Center
which were normally available
only during the day, can now be
. used by Evening College stude nts , according to Rick Blanton, Student Activities Director.
The typewriters will now be
available "until the information
; desk closes at 9:00 pm.
Blanton announced that this
was with the consent of Althea
Math ews , President of the Central Council , which furnished the
typewriters.
"By presenting a valid UMSL
I.D. ca rd at the information
desk. typewriters will be assign- .
cd on a first come first serve
basis." Blanton announced.
"The J.D. will be returned when
:he typewriter is returned to th
c'abinet and the check out sheet
initialed by the Center employee
~l t the information desk."
The typewriters will also be
Ivailable to regular day students
.\'ho find themselves on campus
in the evening needing access to
them.

Bi-State buses

s·

[Continued from page

New -centers for vets to open
Two new facilities designed to '
serve St. Louis area military
veterans will be opened in St.
Louis and St. Louis County
during the next two weeks.
The St. Louis Area Veterans
Service Center, which will assist
veterans with their Veterans
Administration benefits, will
open Friday, Feb. 1, at American Legion Post 212, at 2133
North and South Road in Vinita
Park. The UMSL Veterans Out-.
reach Center, offering educational aid to veterans, will open
Feb. 11 at the University of ,
Missouri Extension Center, 1216
N. 13th Street.
The county Veterans Service
Center will be a one-stop opera-,
tion where veterans can find'
help with any problems related
to their VA benefits, according
to Michael Martin, coordinator
of veterans affairs at UMSL. The
center will be equipped to deal
with "the most commonproblems, such as disability and
pension benefits, housing,
employment and drug problems," Martin said. "We'll work
to find out each man's problem,
then put him in touch with the
right people to solve it."
The center, sponsored by a
consortium composed of UMSL, '
the St. Louis-St. Louis County
Junior College District, Missouri
Technial School and the American Legion, will be staffed by
veteran students from the ,sponsoring institutions.
Office space, telephone service and stationery for the center
are being donated by American

Legion Post 212.
.
A brief ceremony markmg the
opening of the center will be
held at 9 am Feb. 1, with Mayor
Charles C. forrester of Vinita
Park; UMSL Dean of Student
Affairs Conney M. Kimbo; R.J.
Donnelly, dean of student s~r
vices at Meramec Commumty
College; and Steve Savis, director of the Missouri region VA
The UM~L Outreach Center;
scheduled tc! open Feb. 11, will
offer professional counseling and
classes .Ieading to the .Gent"~al

Educational Development examination . Veterans who complete the program, which will"
include instruction from certified
high school teachers, will be
referred to higher education
institutions
and
technical
schools.
.
Veterans who enroll in the
GED classes will receive a VA
stipend equal to half the amount .
of their higher education benefits. They wll still be eligible for
full VA higher education benefits.

cross-county bus li~e is not
getting adequate pUblicity and is
in danger or being ended . "Although the number of. riders is
increasing, it seems likely that
,the service will be seriously curtailed at the end of the trial
period next month," Mo yer
said .
.
For information, Bi-State' s
phone is 773-1120 . Bi-State' s
information clerks are on duty
from 7 am to 5:30 pm Monday
through Friday.

Committee for Environment started
After the ecology fad a few
years back, speculato~s predicted that an interest in the environment would fade out. But
concern still exists, as evident
by the Committee for the Environment, one of the newest
student organizations at UMSL.
The new organization has as
their prime concern the environment and all aspects of it, and is
currently in the process of
organizing. A meeting to elect
officers will be held Feb. 14
from 1:30 to 2:30 pm in Rm. 72
J. C. Penney Building, where all
interested students are invite-.d to
attend.
Central figure in the group is
John Duker, who has ambitious
plans. He finds the organiza-'
tion's strongest points to be that
it is autonomous with freedom
from outside and control and the
fact that it is related to other
noteworthy groups working with
similar issues : th_e A}ldabon

Society, Webster Groves Natur.e
Studies Society, St. Louis Umversity Institute of Stu<Jies. the
St. Louis Com'm ittee for Environmental Information,
"We will be coordl~ating our
efforts with these other groups
on many projects," DUKer said.
Duker pointed out many ways
the new organization could be /
important , and said "that there
is only a limited number of
things a student can do by himself when it comes to working
with environmental issues . One
student can only push so far."
But Duker feels that through his
Committee, much can be accomplished.
One major project being considered is an education.al program which will ' push to have
more environmental issues and
information in the high school
curriculum. The UMSL Committee would be working toward
this goa\.
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"HDW TD TALK BACK ·
TO YOUR TELEVISIO.N

SET"

Government and academic studies have implicated
televisio~ in every social malaise from race
relations, violence, war and pollution to the role
of women. Johnson tells what's wrong, why, and
who's to blame.
"the citizen's least frightened friend in
Washington." --John Kenneth Galbraith
"Johnscin is a superstar, one of our few friends ...
(He) is more of a triple threat man than most
public officials. He can talk, write and think."
--Rolling Stone
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Shoving match highlights win
. Jim Shanahan

Dueling: a refreshing alternative

•

Tom Wolf
Cyrano de Bergerac, alive and
well? Pas exactement, but for
Stanley St. Pellicer and his
students the spirit of 18th
century romanticism still survives in the sport of Athletic
Dueling. In his position as
Dueling Master at several area
schools including UMSL, St.
pellicer combines his knowledge
of dueling with his French
humor to provide an educational
and amusing experience for his
pupils . His showmanship is
enough to convince the most
traditional of "jocs" that dueling
is indeed a refreshing alternative
,in 'the world of sports.
Actually the sport of Athletic
Dueling has come a long way
from the days of the Three
Musketeers. "The sport is really
quite safe," explains St. Pellicer. "The score is kept electronically by a computer which
makes it more accurate." The
duelers are literally wired up
and they plug in their swords
which contain an electronically
sensitive tip. When the tip is
deprssed it registers on the
scoring machine which lights up
corresponding to the dueler
touched. The scoring computer·
is a creation of St. Peolicer, as
well as the daggers his students '
use.

SENIORS &;
GRADUATES
in Education. Bus!ness. and
Arts and Sciences
,

~re- >,

St. Pellicer's class is small,
consisting of nine in the 9:15
session. Sus,a n Feldman is a ten
semester student of the dueling
classes and is also a member of
the American Athletic Dueling
Association,. The club gives
demonstrations at area high
. schools and junior colleges. Also
in the class is professor
Clifford of the philosophy department. "I used to duel a little
in college," states Clifford, who
is also Feldman's philosophy
teacher. " I came back to it
because I liked it and it's fun."
The actual competition takes
place in a 20 foot circle and a
point is given for each touch
against your opponent. Five

En garde!.

UMSL duelers in action .
Photo by Jim Birkenmeier

......................................................................
JEWISH EXISTENCE
IN THE MODERN WORLDI
Hillel - an alternative
for a college student.

Action recruiters will be
interviewing in the
placement office .

Feb. 20, 21..Wed.,Thurs.

PEACE CORPS

VISTA

.placeDlent Office

KRUSE FLORIST
& GIFT SHOP

3924 Lemay Ferry Rd.
892-2666

them the oldest team of their
kind in the country. However the
teams problems this season
cannot be blamed on age, injuries and lack of depth have taken
their toll.
"The season I don 't think is
indicative of the type of team we
have " said Henry, "I think
we've got good individuals, but
we're a school of twelve thousand and yet only get 8 to 10
guys out. I've had to forfeit two
weights every time out, thats
giving 12 points away . "
fndivldmilly several members
of the squad continue to perform
well particularly Greg Holmes.
Scoring 17-1 and 16-0 triumphs
at Washington Holmes college
record is still unblemished.
Norman ·Harold and Tom Bowden also scored victories.
So as the matmen enter the
meet of their schedule they
enter competition hampered by
lack of numbers but not without
individuals who can compensate
for this loss of points. Who
knows they may end up with
more victories .han they can
shake their canes at.

Brian Flinchpaugh

VistA.

Sign up now
for an interview

Just as the team got moving
found themselves a week
, away from the next opponent,
but it didn't bother Smith. "We
need the time to regroup, with
Pelechek and Schmidt both in
, the middle." The Rivermen had
been losing key personnel re' cently. Smith reported that fori ward Mike Lewis left the team
, for "personal reasons", al(hough he has retained his
' scholarship and will continue
going to school. His replacement, freshman Jimgoessling,
broke his ankle in a recent game
and is out for the season. Gone
also is forward Mike Bailey, who
left school to get married. The
biggest loss was 6:10 sophomore
transfer Gary Scott. Just before
he became eligible Scott decided
• to quit school.
I they

'Old' sqaud downs Wash U.

needed abroad and at ho"me,
in PEACE CORPS' and

points constitutes a game with
the match point being called La
Belle.
St. Pellicer and Feldman both
encourage students to sign up
for their classes. "You don't
evenhave to know your right
from your left,' says St. Pellicer.
The amount of effort one shows
determines the grade more so
than the -amount of skill you
have obtained. Those interested
should sign up for the course in
the Multi-purpose building or
contact either St. Pellicer or Sue
Feldman. Classes are held on
Tuesdays and " Thursdays between 9:15 and noon. It certainly
is worth stopping by even if only
for a look.

How does a football coach feel
w"h en his star quarterback starts
taking skydiving lessons? Probably about the same as Coach
Chuck Smith (eels when his
leading scorer engages in post
game shoving matche s. Just
don't hurt your shooting hand,
Bob.
Fortunately, a happy ending
for the Rivermen remained that
way . After UMSL downed Westminster 94-85 before a non, capacity crowd (plenty of elbow
, room), teammates managed to
separate Rivermen guard Bob
Bone and Blue Jay guard Scott
Posey before anything more than
,words were exchanged.
Smith had more reason to
breath a sigh of relief than just
an averted boxing match . Both
teams battled for the lead
throughout the first half, with
the Blue Jays taking a five point
lead at halftime. The Rivermen
came back in the second half to
reclaim the lead after five
minutes of the first half. Halfway through the second half,
holding a ten point lead, UMSL
went into a four corner stall to
hold on for the victory.
The Rivermen snapped a four
game losing streak, raising their
record to 7-8. with good performances from a number of

players, - Sone, wit? 19 poi!lts,
Kevin Brennan, with 16 pomts
and 10 rebounds, Jim Pelechek
with 12 points, and 10 more
from Woody Steitz. S~ith was
particularly pleased with Tom
Fish and Kevin Barthule. In
I addition to scoring 16 points,
Fish played a good defensi,:e
game against former St. loUIS
prep standout Gary Hoeman,
! 6-5, who had only 6 points and 2
rebounds. Barthule came off the
, bench when Bone got into foul
trouble and scored 11 points to
keep the Rivermen r?lIing.

Feb. 13th*-,BENNY EISNER
Room 121 J.c.Pe~ney
Feb. 23rd--lsraeli Dancing at the Hillel Foundation
of St.Louis, 6300 Forsyth.
For information call 726-6177

While some of their counterparts are taking up such time
consuming hobbies as breathing
and staring off into space while
sitting in lonely bus stations. the
Old Squad is beginning to show
the younger generation what its
all about. The UMSL wrestling
team, the once mundane maulers of matdom, took another
step toward evening their record
by defeating local rival Washington University 35-12 and avenging an earlier loss to Southeast
Missouri State University 23-21,
in a double dual meet Washington University on January 30.
The grapplers were 5-6 going
into the February 1st match with
Southwest Missouri State University.
While senility may be an exaggeration, second year coach
Von Henry is frank in saying, "I
guess we could be called the
Over the Hill Gang. As far as
age is concerned our mean age
is about twenty five. which while
not exactly fossils. may make
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BRIX FLORIST

SendtheFTD
LoveBundle and the
Extra Touch of
Joie de Fleur perfume.
M

9944 W.Florissant Ave.
869-4444
'Your extra touch florist'

(:(

'M

TOM CARR FLORIST

442 Mansion House Center
421-3769

'M

3155 N.Lindber_gh Blvd
291-2600
NETTIE'S
FLOWER GARDEN

3801 S.Grand Ave.
771-9600
JOtfDAL FLORIST

1'0126 St.Charies Rk.Rd.
St.Ann, Mo.
427-5552
FLORISSANT
Y ALLEY FLORIST

1490 S.Florissant Rd.
837-0l37

~

'Ii

t1 TIREV

GRIMM & GORLY

~
q

400 Manchester Rd.
Ballwin Mo.
391-0101

~

~a

II
~

DON DEFOE'S
.
FLOWERS
,

When she's there
and you're here
and it's Valentine's Day,
send her the FlU
LoveBundle Bouquet
-tender blossoms
and a satin
heart sachet with a
capsule of FTD's
exclusive new ""''-,.,-.''''
perfume, Joie
Fleur.. Call or visit your
FlU Florist today. He can
send your flowers across the
street or across the country.

Usually available for less

10212 Hiway 66

IRENE'S FLOR~L
& GIFT SHOp :

5417 : Hampton Ave.
, 353 ~2336

th~1250*

':'As an independent businessman, each
FTD Member Florist sets his own prices.
©> 197 4 Florists' T ransworld Delivery,Assodation.

-"

DOOLEY'S FLORIST
i 690
"Your Extra Touch Florist"

St:Francois St.
: Florissant, Mo.
:837-7444

FIND YOURSELF
inrewardihg career
in the
Health Field

xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

966-2461

-

OF VRIFT1NG??
G01NG NOWHERE?

For inform'a tion
call or write:
Missouri School
for
Doctors' Assistants
and
Technicians
10121 Manchester Rd.
St. Louis, Mo. 63122
821-7700

"
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Beat th,e numbers ...
I

The world's first calculators that challenge
computers and fit into your pocket.
Are you spending too much time solving problems the old-fashioned way-with slide rule,
ordinary calculator or paper and pencil?
Solve problems in seconds, with one of the
same calculators used by professionals in your
field-the HP-35 Scientif.ic Pocket Calculator,
the HP-45 Advanced Scientific Pocket Calculator, or the HP-80 Business Pocket C.alculator.
Hewlett-Packard calculators give you more power, more accuracy, more storage registers and
more features than ordinary' calcuiators. For
example, the HP-35 gives you up to 10 digit
accuracy, a floating decimal point, and a range
of 200 decades (1'0- 99 to 1099 ). The HP-45 a/so
gives you automatic conversions, offers you a
choice of fixed or scientific notation, and per-

forms register and vector arithmetic . And the
HP-80 is pre-programmed with 3 dozen financial
functions.
Right now, an HP calculator can help you get
better grades, because it ...
• SAVES TIME in solving problems- just press
the keys!
• GUARANTEES ACCURACY for fewer mistakes
• OFFERS COMPUTER-LIKE POWER (no waiting for school machine)
• REPLACES TABLES AND PAPER-AND-PENCil CALCULATIONS
• OPERATES SilENTLY for use in classroom,
library or dorm
• GOES ANYWHERE (fits in pocket or purse;
weighs but 9 ounces)

COME IN TODAY FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION of the complete line of
Hewlett-Packard pocket calculators

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
8001 , Natural Bridge Road
St. Louis, Missouri 63121

HEWLETT

PACKARD

Sales, service and suppor,t in 172 centers in 65

countrie~

,

